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Distinguished Scientists,
We feel the joy of meeting you in the 4th International Conference on Economics Management and Market
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Prof. Dr. Erdoğan Güneş and Prof. Dr. İsmail Doğan, to the members of Executive and Organizing Committee
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MARKETING MIX APPLICATIONS in DIGITAL MUSIC MARKETING
Michael (Mihalis) KUYUCU
İstinye University, İ.İ.S.B. Fakültesi, İstanbul / Türkiye

Abstract: Developments in the world of technology have deeply affected the music industry throughout history. The start of sound recording has accelerated the circulation of music and paved the way for the distribution
of the music as a product and therefore, for its marketing. Every added new technology has replaced the preProf. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
vious one and played an important role Kongre
in the marketing
of the
music industry. Cassette shops, where records
ve Oturum
Başkanı
and cassette were sold in the past, have turned into music markets in time. With the developments in digital
media, there have been radical changes in the physical distribution of music. Digital technology has created
a serious transformation in the music industry. In this study, it is examined how the marketing mix used in
traditional music marketing has been transformed by the influence of digital technologies, which are becoming
widespread in the millennium and which are currently capturing almost all industries. In this context, firstly,
a conceptual research is conducted about marketing mix. In the second part of the study, the findings of researches about the use of marketing mix in music marketing are evaluated and the new roles of the components
of the changing marketing mix in the digital-based music industry are discussed. At the end of the study, it is
emphasized that together with digitalization, important changes have been experienced in product - price - promotion and place which are among the marketing mix elements used in marketing of music industry and it is
determined that the difference in the distribution channels in digital music marketing has led to the emergence
of a totally new industry.
Key Words: Music, Marketing, Music Marketing, Digital music, Marketing Mix
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ
Davetli Konuşmacı

INTRODUCTION

Prof. Dr. İsmail DOĞAN
Davetli Konuşmacı

Marketing is between at least two parties and the handover of anything that can be accepted as a product in
line with interests of the parties. In the course of years, the change in the understanding of marketing has
changed continuously in the direction of the perspectives of businesses and marketers until it reaches the modern marketing concept of our day. This change in the understanding of marketing is partitioned by Production
Approach, Product Approach, Sales Approach, and Marketing Approach in marketing literature.
On one hand, marketing is one of the newest movement sciences of mankind, on the other hand, it is one of the
oldest professions in the world. The ideas of Greek philosophers, such as Plato and Aristoteles, about markets,
marketing and marketers, give an idea that marketing practices are in fact very old. However, marketing has
been written and studied in a systematic and scientific manner for only 100 years. However, there have been
changes at every stage from the primitive interchange time to the stage of the monetary economy and then, to
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the present day. But, marketing, defined as the formal examination of processes and relations of change, was
born only in the early part of the nineteenth century after the main science economy ignored the problems
encountered.
The marketing mix is one of the basic leading concepts in businesses’ goal-oriented activities. Marketing mix
elements, also known as 4Ps of Marketing by various sources and Scientists, have been named as product,
price, promotion, place channel.
The concept of marketing mix was first used by Neil Borden in 1953. By using the concept of marketing mix,
Borden was not involved in an effort to make these elements of the marketing mix easy to remember and use.
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
The widely-used classification of marketing
mixve
elements
inBaşkanı
the form of 4Ps (Product, Price, Place, PromoKongre
Oturum
tion), with their initials in English, was first made in Jerry McCarthy’s book Basic Marketing published in
1960.
Additions were attempted to be made to concepts of product, price, place and promotion as marketing mix
elements, in parallel with the development of marketing theories and practices. Again, for compliance with
the initial letter in English, efforts have been made to add additional P’s to marketing mix elements such as
Package, Public relations, People, Physical evidence, Process. However, it is seen that the 4Ps conceptualization has been widely used as marketing mix elements or marketing components in terms of both providing
ease of learning and acceptability. Efforts to increase the number of elements of marketing mix should not
be considered insignificant, but it should be kept in mind that what is essential is how and for what purpose
these elements will be used in the context of marketing strategies and tactics, and, in addition, marketing mix
elements must be approached with a holistic point of view.
Each business should see the tools named as marketing mix or marketing components as a whole to meet
the needs and requirements of its target market. Marketing managements make decisions about developing,
presentingProf.
and controlling
appropriate
marketing strategies by using these tools. The main objective of the
Dr. Erdoğan
GÜNEŞ
Prof. Dr. İsmail DOĞAN
marketing strategies
to be
realized with the use of marketing mix tools Davetli
is to ensure
and maintain customer
Davetli
Konuşmacı
Konuşmacı
satisfaction.
The marketing mix is referred to as their initials in English and as 4Ps; product, price, place, promotion. With
marketing mix elements or components, the aim is to meet the needs and demands of customers with a holistic
point of view. In other words, customers’ problems are solved by marketing components. Production of products that will satisfy customers’ needs and meet their wishes and expectations, pricing them at an acceptable
price by the customers, notifying them of these products and where and under which conditions these products
are sold, making persuasive efforts about why they should buy these products and providing them with these
products in places where they want to buy them, in the required amount and time are performed by marketing
components strategies.
In addition to these four elements, which are generally accepted by the marketing mix, the marketing mix
elements that appear and are used in parallel with the development of marketing theories and practices should
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not be ignored. In particular, it should be noted that there are marketing mix elements that needed to be used
with the development and expansion of service, experience and internet marketing concepts and practices and
in the future, there will be. At this scope, the tools and practices for entertainment, aesthetics, direct communication, social media and interaction and the people and processes that manage and use them can be considered
as additional marketing components that can be counted at the first stage.
Since it is known that with marketing mix elements, the purpose is the customer satisfaction, it is of course
useful for marketing managers to look at these elements as customers. With this point of view, marketing
mix elements or components have been conceptualized as 4C by their English initials. Accordingly, it is expressed that it will be a suitable approach
to think
provision
of customer value by the product (customer
Prof.
Dr. the
Ayhan
AYTAÇ
Kongre
Başkanı
value), thinking their costs to the customer
(costvetoOturum
the customer),
easy access to the product (convenience)
and promotional efforts, in the context of informing and mutual interaction (communication) rather than being
persuasion-weighted.
MARKETING CONCEPT FROM PAST to PRESENT
After the industrial revolution, the existing markets, which have lost their competences with the rapid increase
in the production capacity, have caused businesses to enter into the process of searching markets. The competition that emerged in the market search process has reached such a size that battles have been made for
new market fields. Oluç (2006: 35) states that with the addition of advanced technologies in this process, the
problems increased even more, and in order to solve the problem, universities stepped in and a course named
“Knowledge of Goods” was added in the program and the marketing concept was first mentioned as “marketing” in Knowledge of Goods courses in America in 1990s.
In parallel with changes in the understanding of marketing, definitions of the concept of marketing also changed
within the process. Such that, the definition of marketing, which the practitioners and theoreticians came together andProf.
accepted
the 1930s,GÜNEŞ
became insufficient in 1950s.
Dr. in
Erdoğan
Prof. Dr. İsmail DOĞAN
Davetli Konuşmacı

Davetli Konuşmacı

In the 1930s, marketing was defined as channels where goods and services passed through from their point
of production until they reach the customer and approaching actions taken for this pass within a harmony and
integrity, but in the 1950s, in addition to this definition, it also included the practices for determination and
satisfaction of consumer needs (Oluç, 2006).
According to the definition made by American Marketing Association (AMA) in 1960; marketing was defined
as fulfilment of operating activities directing the flow of goods and services from producer towards consumer
or user (İslamoğlu, 2006:24) while the current definition of AMA defines marketing as an activity carrying value for customers, employees, business partners and a great majority of the community and where the process
and institutionalization of the communication, distribution, and interchange offers are created.
While Kotler (1984) defined marketing as several human activities for simplifying and completing the changes
in 1979, Armstrong and Kotler (2003) defined marketing in 2003 as a social and managerial process in which
individuals and groups can meet their needs and create products and values and
 exchange them with others.
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Based on its former and current definitions, it is possible to define marketing, a concept continuously changing
and developing, as an interchange process of goods and services produced in line with demands and needs of
customers where there is a communication starting from the process of production and also covering after-sales
support, social values are cared and developing technologies are always followed.
DEFINITION and HISTORY of MARKETING MIX
Businesses are keeping market conditions at the forefront in the fierce competition environment. To keep
market conditions at the forefront creates another important factor for the businesses that have accepted and
applied marketing management. This factor is the marketing mix that is one of main subjects of marketing.
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
Marketing mix was suggested by N.H. Borden
for theBaşkanı
first time. It was developed by various studies
Kongreinve1962
Oturum
performed later (Ersoy, 1994:45).
Marketing activities are performed under the effect of many variables. The first group of these variables is
constituted by variables under control of businesses (auditable variables). Auditable variables are divided into
two as in-marketing and out-of-marketing business resources and opportunities. Out-of-marketing business resources and opportunities are financing, manufacturing, personnel, place of foundation, business image and R
& D (Mucuk, 2004:65). In-marketing business opportunities and resources are factors combined to enable the
business to take what it wants from the market. These factors are called ”marketing mix”. The second group of
variables are those related to the marketing environment, and these are called uncontrollable variables. These
variables can be explained as micro and micro environmental factors (Kotler, 2000:76).
The marketing mix concept covers the whole set of activities created by the firm to establish the acceptability
of what they offer to the market. Marketing mix elements known as 4Ps of marketing mix are Product, Price,
Place and Promotion (Bailey, 1986:23).
The marketing mix develops as time passes by and is used in sectors in line with the needs by adding new facProf.
Erdoğan
Prof.
Dr. İsmail
DOĞAN
tors. Although
theDr.
marketing
mixGÜNEŞ
used in product and service marketing
is generally
similar,
it includes certain
Davetli Konuşmacı
Davetli Konuşmacı
differences. Businesses create their marketing mix elements according to market demands in the products and
services they offer to the market. Many factors such as the decision making process of consumers, the features
of products and services and the competition in the market are important in the selection and arrangement of
marketing mix elements.
The marketing mix concept that businesses use as the biggest weapon in terms of the competition superiority
in the market, was first developed by James Culliton in 1948 in the meaning of a mixer of inputs revealing
marketing costs. After this definition, Neil Borden defined business executives as individuals combining some
items in marketing mix in 1953. Marketing mix was examined by Neil Borden and suggested as 12 components (product planning, pricing, branding, place channel, personal sale, advertisement, promotions, packaging, demonstration, service, manpower and analysis) (Rafiq and Ahmed, 1995:83). Marketing mix, developed
in 1962 as a result of the simplification of these components, has taken its place in the literature as one of the
important concepts used in marketing. In 1964, marketing mix was formulated by Jerome McCarthy. The four
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main elements in marketing mix were symbolized by McCarthy as “4Ps (Product, Place, Price, Promotion)”
based on their initials (Cemalcılar, 1987:97).
Marketing mix is a set of marketing tools used by businesses to achieve their marketing goals in the target
market (Kotler, Ang, Leong, Tan, 1999:113). The mix of elements necessary for performance of marketing
actions is called “Marketing Mix”. Marketing mix is not a scientific theory, but a conceptual framework used
by marketing managers for decision making by revealing consumer needs. Marketing mix elements are used
in the development of short-term tactic and long-term strategy programs (Palmer, 2004:56).
Marketing is a customer-oriented service. In other words, it is necessary to understand the expectations and
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
demands of customers and to design products
orve
services,
accordingly.
Kongre
Oturum
Başkanı First of all, we need to have a product
and price it according to market conditions. Then we should ensure that the product reach the consumer and,
in the end, promote our product in the market.
Expansion of 4Ps in the marketing mix:
•

Product

•

Price

•

(Place)

•

Promotion

Product
In other words, the product is the main component of the product marketing mix. It is the basic concept that
determines the nature of business and its position in the target market. It is the starting point of all marketing
activities. It is impossible to decide on issues about price, place and promotion without deciding on the product
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ
Prof. Dr. İsmail DOĞAN
to be produced Davetli
(Hasanov,
2004:68).
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Product decisions are the most important decisions taken by businesses in developing the marketing mix. The
product expresses different meanings to different people. While a manufacturing business sees the product as
a physical material consisting of various parts, from which it makes a profit; a commercial business sees it as
a material which it aims to make a profit by reselling it and buys for this purpose. From the final consumer’s
point of view, the product is a material that meets their personal needs and demands and provides them with
benefit (Mucuk, 2010:96).
According to Kotler and Armstrong (1996), the product is everything that will satisfy the needs and demands
offered to attract the attention of the market and to be purchased, used or consumed in the market. Products is
a concept not only covering physical goods, but also services, experiences, events, people, places, businesses,
information and ideas (Kotler and Armstrong, 2010:126).
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The product is a bridge between business managers and potential consumers. This is because the consumer
evaluates the business as goods and services offered to them. The various features of the product are of great
importance as to how the product image will be formed in the consumer (Mucuk, 2010:74).
Each product contains tangible and visible features as well as invisible and intangible. The most striking feature is style, shape, colour and price. Many products are marketed with different names for promotion purposes
under the name of brand. So, the brand is now one of the main features of products. Packaging for a physical
product can also be considered the most basic feature. The packaging doesn’t have a protective effect only. It
allows the consumer to recognize the product easily (Sezgin, 1991:36).
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
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At the production site, consumption constitutes a very small part of production. Again a very small portion of
it is directly purchased from the manufacturer. The vast majority of production is delivered to the user through
different and diverse type marketing elements. These different types of intermediaries are persons or organizations that create a balance between production and consumption. Production gains a value when the product
is offered to the consumer at the time and place they want. At this point, distribution channels and distribution
have a great role (Mucuk, 2007: 33).
Distribution creates the place, time and property benefits. It serves as a bridge between production and consumption. The distribution channel consists of persons or organizations enabling creation of the mentioned
benefits (Oluç, 2006: 47).
Incorrectly selected channels, disputes between channel members, conflicts may cause non-transfer of goods
or services to the customer at the desired location, quantity and time. The effects of mistakes made in distribution are great on the failure of firms. The distribution channel means “a system of independent or self-organized institutions performing different functions in the process of transferring goods or services from producer
Prof.
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(Yükselen, 2007:43).
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The manufacturer can either distribute it products itself or, if it so wishes, it can distribute them through various
intermediaries. Each distribution channel option has different benefits and costs. The manufacturer has two
options related to the distribution channel. First, it can use a long distribution channel. The disadvantage of this
distribution channel is that the retail price increases and the producer’s dominance over the distribution channel is reduced. Second, it may prefer a narrow distribution channel. It can limit the number of intermediaries
and prevent the product from being widely preferred. The producer may have to undertake many jobs that he
can transfer to others. If the producer uses more than one channel and a large number of intermediaries, it is
not easy to coordinate them (Oluç, 2006:45).
In our era, traditional marketing systems leave their place to vertical and horizontal integrations, in other words
modern marketing systems. In wholesale and retail, remarkable developments have been emerging over time,
for example, while the number of local groceries is decreasing, the number of hypermarkets is increasing.
While these developments lead to new consumer expectations in many subjects such as packaging, labelling
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and pricing, the businesses that do not meet them lose their competitive power and even have to withdraw from
the market (Çalık, 1999:91).
Physical distribution (logistics) management has a direct impact on the short and long term success of the
business. A business that selects its production points, means of transport correctly, and conducts its storage
and other physical distribution processes professionally meets the expectations of its customers much better;
so, its competitive power increases.
Price
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is a factor that brings an income, it differs from other marketing
mix elements. Other elements are cost-creating factors. As a result, firms try to raise their prices to a level that supports the differences of their products
(Kotler, 2005: 75).
Price is the most visible, most controllable and flexible element of the marketing mix in many businesses.
However, the price plays a crucial role in the marketing strategy of many businesses (Wilson, Gilligan, 2005:
46).
However, pricing the products and services is one of the biggest and most complex decisions that businesses
have to make. There are several reasons for this. One of the most important reasons is the fact that the relations
of consumers, competitors and distribution network with each other are complex. The interaction among these
three groups should be taken into consideration when deciding on pricing. Another difficult side of pricing decisions is that these decisions have to be taken quickly without being tested, although they have a direct impact
on profits (Peter, Donnelly, 1982: 96).
Many marketing managers emphasize the distinctive features and image of the product to reduce the importance of the
price.Dr.
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major competitors while pricing. These businesses consider how they can still manage their costs profitably
with prices determined according to the biggest competitor, rather than how to set a price (Wilson, Gilligan,
2005:43).
Price affects both the quantity of sales and the profit of business. Therefore, businesses pay attention to how
consumers evaluate prices. For consumers, the price is a factors that should be determined according to benefits provided by other elements of the marketing mix of the business. In other words, the price is evaluated
depending on the value offered to the consumer by the product (Perreault and McCarthy, 1999:95).
Consumers look at some of product-related benefits when evaluating the price. These may include functionality, quality and psychological benefits (comfort, status, image, etc.) of the product. Industrial consumers look
at all these benefits as well as prioritize operational and economic benefits provided by them to the company
(Brassington and Pettitt, 2005:164).
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Sometimes consumers are not aware of the real benefits offered by the business and can mis-evaluate the
prices. Businesses need to be able to communicate the value of product correctly to consumers so that they
can overcome this problem and position the higher prices in the consumer. The value can be communicated to
consumers by means of advertising, personal sales, explaining the product by testing and granting warranty for
the product. In this way, consumers can obtain more knowledge and experience about the product and consent
higher prices (Nagle and Hogan, 2006:20).
Promotion
Promotion is the activities carried out to inform the product’s target group, of the product, business, services
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
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of promotional
efforts are of great importance for manuve Oturum
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facturers to reach consumers, to offer their products and to maintain their activities. The activities carried out
through conscious, planned and different channels with the aim of creating a positive image for the business
or product, sustaining the positive image, changing the negative image, are within the scope of the promotion
(Kaşıkçı, 2001). Promotion is a communication that is designed and implemented in order to raise awareness
of and persuade one or more consumers (Pride and Fenel, 2003:43).
The facts that promotional efforts rely on communication activities and have a persuasive side are among the
most striking features of promotional efforts. Promotional activities towards attitudes and behaviours interact
with marketing activities related to the product, price and distribution. Price is not usually a competition tool
in promotional activities. It is not only for consumers, but also for marketing channel members (Odabaşı and
Oyman, 2002:142).
Promoting activities have two main objectives. The first of them is, for the targeted market segments, to provide information about the business and its products and to keep the information provided up to date all the
time. Its second objective is to direct the related market segments towards the desired side of the business (Ecer
and Canıtez,
2004:75).
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The promotion mix mainly consists of seven communication systems: advertising, personal sales, public relations, sales development, publicity, direct marketing and internet and online advertising. Nowadays, it is adopted to penetrate the market with an effective communication and sales increase efforts prepared in a conscious
and effective manner, rather than random sales, and to be competitive in the market by analysing the status
of consumers and competitors in the best way. Under these circumstances, the “promotion” arises for many
businesses as a problem emphasizing the decision of how much and in which ways the budget will be spent,
not the decision of whether to budget (Mucuk, 2007). The main factors that play a role in the prominence and
expansion of promotion in our day are the following (Mucuk, 2007:62):
Increase in physical distance between producers and consumers
Gradual increase in the number of consumers
Growth of markets in parallel with the increase in incomes
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Increase in competition with increasing number of substitute goods
Increase in intermediary institutions and expansion of distribution channels
Change in the needs of consumers in parallel to the increase of their incomes, seeking for difference and
more quality and features in products

Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
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Table 1. The Promotion Mix
Advertising
It is a non-personal and paid form of communication about an organization, product, service or idea by a
known resource. The fact that its price is paid means that the time or place is purchased for publishing or broadcasting the advertisement message. The non-personality feature of advertising means that it is made in mass
communication environments. The non-personal structure of the advertising means that no direct feedback can
be received from the recipient. It is a cost-efficient and effective way of communicating with a broad audience.
Advertising can also be used to create image and symbolic meaning for a business or brand. We can say that
the advertising has three basic purposes: informing, persuading and reminding.
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ
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Sales Promotion
Sales promotion activities are marketing tools and techniques that are used to make products or services more
attractive by providing an additional benefit expectation in a way of money or similar. The main feature of
sales promotion activities is that they are for encouraging consumers. Businesses encourage consumers to purchase the products by offering additional benefits other than the product. These encouragements are coupons,
refunds, temporary price discounts as well as contests, sweepstakes and gifts. Distributing sample products to
consumers for testing is also included in sales promotion practices. Another target group of sales promotion
practices, that can be considered as important, is the intermediary businesses. Nowadays, retailer’s support is
very important in the sale of a product. It is important that retailers stock new products, display products well
on shelves, or advertise products at the local level. Sales promotion tools are used to encourage the retailer to
provide this support. Developing sales point product display materials, providing retailers with discounts or
gifts according to their support are widely-used sales promotion tools.
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Personal Sales
In personal sales, there is a direct relationship between the buyer and the seller. This communication and
interaction provided face-to-face or via electronic communication medias gives the salesperson flexibility of
communication. In personal sales, the salesperson can adapt the message to the consumer’s specific needs or
situation. S/he can make an individualized sales presentation to the consumer. Personal sales provide faster and
more valuable feedback than other promotion methods. The reaction of consumer to the sales interview can be
evaluated immediately. Personal sales efforts can target customer groups and possible markets that may be the
best candidates for the business’s products or services. It is a disadvantage that it is more expensive than other
promotion methods.
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
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Public relations is a management function which includes planned efforts of private and legal persons to establish and develop honest and stable bonds with defined target groups and to direct them to positive behaviours,
to evaluate their reactions and direct their attitudes and in this context, to maintain relations providing mutual
benefits. Public relations activities target different masses, such as employees of the business, the universities,
where the business supplies manpower, intermediaries, financial institutions, idea leaders, non-governmental
organizations and people around the environment in which the business operates. In addition to contributing
to the creation of a positive image for the business, the duty of public relations can also be used to minimize
negative effects of any problem or crisis.
The publicity is to provide information about the business, managers, products and services by using the press
and broadcasting tools without paying a fee. The publicity uses mass media, like advertising, but doesn’t pay
for time or place for news in the mass media. The publicity attracts the public’s attention at a lower cost than
the advertisement. It is seen that the publicity is widely used as press releases, press conferences, speeches and
special news.
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ
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All the activities of businesses for communicating their messages to their consumers directly are referred to as
direct marketing activities. Channels including the commercial communication can be used within the direct
communication process. Direct marketing is one of the most commonly-used methods by marketers, because
effects of direct marketing can be generally measured by marketers.
Some of these channels are as follows:
⇒ Direct mail,
⇒ Telemarketing,
⇒ Email marketing,
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⇒ Coupons,
⇒ Marketing via television,
⇒ Direct selling.
DEBATES ON “P” s in The MARKETING MIX
In some sectors, marketing of marketing services becomes more difficult day by day, and it proceeds in an
environment where there is plenty of competition and challenges in Turkey, as it is anywhere in the world.
It is a fact that the transition to customer-oriented
activities, rather than traditional advertising and
Prof. Dr.marketing
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marketing, has begun.
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While the standard marketing mix consists of 4 elements (Product, Price, Place, Promotion), it has been increased to 7 by adding 3 (physical evidences, people and process management) to meet the services, needs and
demand in the sectors.
The current marketing elements used all over the world are:
→ Product
→ Pricing
→ Place
→ Promotion
→ Physical Evidence
→ People
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ
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4.1. People
Berry and Parasuraman (2004) argued that a service providing business could be just as good as its staff. Considering that services are a performance, it is obvious how difficult it is to separate performance from people
(Shanker, 2002). The services offered by people can be a source of significant differentiation to provide competitive advantage (Lovelock et al., 2007:86; Zeithaml et al., 2008:93).
Due to the necessity of establishing one-to-one relationship with the customer in banking services, bank personnel working in the banking sector have an important role (Ahearne et al., 2012). The performance of bank
personnel is an important factor in customers’ service quality evaluations (Grönroos, 1984; Sheorey et al.,
2014). Personal interaction involves employees’ attitudes, behaviour towards customers, their expertise, trust,
kindness and willingness to help (Yavas et al., 1997; Fukey et al., 2014). A successful customer-focused em-
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ployee in issues of personal care, interpersonal interaction, willingness to help, politeness and quick response
will provide a significant contribution to strengthening customer-employee relationships (Levesque and McDougall, 1996, Johnston, 1997, Grönroos and Helle, 2012).
Physical Evidence
Due to the abstract nature of services, customers often need different inputs to evaluate the quality of the
service they receive. Therefore, customers use the physical environment in which the service is provided, in
particular, for the evaluation of quality (Shanker, 2002). The environment in which the service is provided is
evaluated by the customer with style, appearance and other experiential factors (Lovelock et al., 2007; Klaus
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
and Maklan, 2012). The physical environment,
has a significant
Kongrewhich
ve Oturum
Başkanıimpact on customer influences, needs to
be managed very carefully by the service producing businesses (Zeithaml et al., 2008; Kranias and Bourlessa,
2013).
Physical evidence is also very important in the banking sector because it creates the external appearance of
the service offered (Miles et al., 2012). If a bank wants to have a user-friendly, effective appearance that is
compatible with the advanced technology, it should provide the physical infrastructure, comfortable seats,
proper lighting and climate conditions of its branches (Bloemer et al., 1998 Sohn and Tadisina, 2008, Helm
and Gritsch, 2014). Many technological and structural changes have been made in the banking sector in order
to attract the interest of customers and to keep the existing customers (Angur et al., 1999).
Process
Processes are the architectural structure of services. The process identifies the method and order of the service
provided and creates the value promised to the customer (Lovelock et al., 2007 Grönroos, 2011, Salloum and
Ajaka, 2013, Helm and Gritsch, 2014). Poorly-designed processes will often disturb customers because of their
slow, frustrating, bureaucratic and poor quality service structures (Lähteenmäki and Nätti, 2013). A well-deProf.provides
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comfort (Zeithaml et al., 2008; Purcarea et al., 2013).
In service sectors such as banking, the process is an important tool for creating better value for use (Zeithaml
et al., 2008). Nowadays, bank customers can be able to access to many banking services from anywhere,
such as their homes and offices (Hoehle et al., 2012). But, these banking services offered should be easy and
smooth, fast and correct and user-friendly (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002 Joseph et al., 1999). The main basis
of customer satisfaction in the banking sector is the service place process (Shamah, 2013). İbrahim et al. (2006)
and Sohn and Tadisina (2008), in their study, found that easy usage and fast place for online financial service
quality are important dimensions of service quality.
There are 27 Marketing Concepts used in marketing. We tried to explain the mostly-used 7 concepts above.
The number of ”P“ elements in the literature about the marketing mix has reached twenty-seven. The marketing elements in the literature are as follows:
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1) Product
2) Price
3) Place
4) Promotion
5) People
6) Physical Evidence
7) Process
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8) Packaging
9) Public Relations
10) Purpose
11) Purchaser
12) Push/Pull
13) Personal relationships
14) Positioning
15) Persuasion
16) Performance
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ
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18) Proactive
19) Pull together
20) Perform
21) Permissions
22) Pain
23) Pleasure
24) Periodic
25) Persistent
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26) Partners
27) Psychology
THE AIM and THE METHOD of THE RESEARCH
Like every industrial branch, the music industry has also been influenced by technological developments.
While each new technological development has been developing to cover the previous one, it also has had
an impact on practices of the sectors. In this process from gramophones to MP3 players, phonograph records
to MP3 files, the marketing of music has also experienced significant changes. The aim of this research is to
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to digital. The research was done by scanning method and practices in the music industry were examined. An
archival and document evaluation study was carried out with the scanning method. It is to identify the identities of sources such as documents, files and letters kept in libraries, museums, public offices, institutions etc.,
to reveal the facts with the help of the information they contain and to shed light on the incident investigated
(Arıkan, 2017: 53). In the research, the data obtained through case studies about how the four elements of the
marketing mix, product – price - place and promotion, are used in the digitalizing age, were analysed.
FINDINGS: THE MARKETING MIX APPLICATIONS in The DIGITAL MUSIC INDUSTRY
Just as the changes in the recording stages of the music products in transition from analogue to digital music,
there have been significant changes in the marketing of the products that emerged after this recording phase as
well. The marketing mix has also taken its share from this change in the digital music industry.
Product:
In the traditional music marketing, the music product is presented through a tool that is registered physically.
With the development of music recording technology, the music that was first presented through phonograph
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sette and then in a compact disc.

Figure 1. Records Used as Products in Traditional Music Marketing
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The musical works recorded in the records began to be presented in a higher quality environment as the technology developed. Music products, presented as 2 songs in 78 rpm records and 45 rpm records called phonograph records, increased the number of songs in the presented product package with the deceleration of the
spin rate. More songs were recorded in the 33 rpm records that were invented after 78 rpm and 45 rpm records
and presented to the consumer.
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  Figure 2. Cartridge and Cassette Images
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Figure 3. Example of The Cartridges Used in Turkey
The records industry completed its development after 33 rpm records. This technology was replaced by cassettes and cartridges. The cassettes that appeared immediately after the cartridges that allowed the mobilization
of the music product had become a fundamental tool in the marketing of music products for many years. The
cassettes, which had a longer life than cartridges, had been the most common product in the music marketing
mix, especially during the 1980s and 1990s. While the cassettes, prepared as 60-minute, 90-minute, offered
more long-lasting music, it also contributed to listen to music more effortlessly when compared to records. The
emergence of CRO2 cassettes, called chrome, allowed higher quality audio cassette recording. The biggest
contribution of cassettes to the music marketing is that they allow to prepare individualized music. The fact
that records cannot be overwritten, but cassettes can be overwritten, paved the way for the music listener to
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prepare a cassette consisting of music works s/he wishes for and contributed to the individualization of music
for the first time. With this aspect, it can be said that cassettes are an important tool in the marketing of individualized music products. The cassettes were used in the world from the 1960s to the 2000s.
With the emergence of digital communication technologies, CDs (compact discs), which was first invented by
Philips company, became an important milestone in the transition of music products from analogue to digital.
The CD has allowed to digitally record and pack higher sound quality music for a total of 74 minutes. The
compact disc, a digital optical storage medium developed by Philips and Sony, was invented in 1982 by Norio
Ogha working in the company named Sony. The first foundations of the CD were laid in 1979 at a meeting
between Philips (later Royal Philips Electronics)
andAyhan
Sony. As
a result of the meeting where these two compaProf. Dr.
AYTAÇ
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millimetres and with 74 minutes of storage space. The question of why the music recorded on the CD was for
74 minutes was answered as ”to record Beethoven’s 9th Symphony” (Hopewell, 2012).
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Figure 5. Compact Disc Developed by Philips and Sony
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After the emergence of the compact discs, the sound quality of the music products has improved significantly.
CDs offering the music in high-quality sound have caused forgetting analogue music and not producing cassettes especially in the 2000s. While the cassettes caused forgetting records in the early 1990s, the CDs caused
the removal of cassettes from the music market as approaching to the 2010s.
With the development of digital technology, the concept of MP3 introduced by Germany became the biggest
revolution for the music industry. MP3, of which expansion is MPEG-1 Audio Layer III) and which is a name
given to compressed audio format and the sounds recorded in this format, was developed by the Fraunhofer-Institute. It is based on the method of erasing vibrations that the human ear cannot hear on digitalized sounds.
MP3 is in a lossy class as a compressionProf.
type.Dr.
TheAyhan
sound quality
varies depending on the bit range. With a
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of about 1:11.
With the widespread use of MP3s, there were significant changes in the marketing period of music as a physical product. MP3s, which caused a decrease in sales of CDs, also caused unauthorized and pirated use of music. The Internet speed, which has become widespread especially in the early 2000s, caused the unauthorized
and free circulation of the music through the Internet and MP3. These years can also be known as the economic
loss years of the music industry. The music, which turned into a digital product from a physical product, began
to lose its connection with the traditional. CDs that caused the cassettes be a thing of the past, then started to
be threatened by MP3. Steve Jobs’ idea of “selling music products as MP3 on digital platforms for money” he
brought forward for the first time in the world through iTunes Store has become the most important milestone
in the rise of the digital music industry today. From the 2000s to our day, there has been a significant increase
in MP3s called digital music products in the sale of music products.
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Figure 6. Supply and demand performance of physical music products and digital music products in
the world (RIAA Year-End Industry Shipment and Revenue Statistics, reports 1990-2016)
Price:
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ing mix. The records, cassettes, cartridges and CDs produced in the 1900s, when the product was physically
offered to the consumer, were sold for a certain price. From this sale price, the record company owner (investor), singers, musicians, songwriters and composers, factories recording CDs, records or cassettes, printing
houses designing covers for these products and printing them took their shares. The vehicles, which undertook
to distribute the physically sold products, and their employees, also took a share from the production economy
resulting from the production and sale of this product. In the digital music industry, especially the decline in
the sales of physical music products negatively affected the production economy. In the 1990s, physical album
sales were described in millions of pieces while now the amount earned from physical album sales - cd sales –
has decreased significantly. First of all, it has a negative effect on the income of actors who play an active role
in the production of physical products. Nowadays, it has caused the actors, contributing to the production of
the product, such as CD factories, CD recorders, printing houses producing album covers, not to earn money.
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By the end of 2018, the physical CD sales amount of an album is between TRY 19 and 24. For example, while
Deniz Seki’s album named “Uzun Hikâye”, which was released in the last month of 2018, is sold for TRY
24 in retail, MP3s of songs in this album are sold for TRY 10.99 in iTunes music, the world’s biggest digital
retail sales market. Again, on the same platform, each song is sold for TRY 1.49. iTunes Music, a digital music
platform, allows the music consumer to buy an entire album or any songs in the album.
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                                              Figure
7. Sales Format of Albums in iTunes Music
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In response to the digital retail sales model put forward by iTunes Music in the music industry, Spotify has
developed a sales model that includes a monthly subscription system, giving music consumers the opportunity
to listen to the music as much as they want at a fixed monthly fee.
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Figure 8. Digital Music Platform Spotify’s Sales Model
Unlike iTunes Music, Spotify gives as much as possible by demanding a monthly fee. Against Spotify, giving
the opportunity to listen to the music unlimitedly for a payment of TRY 0.99 for the first three months and
then TRU 13.99 per month, Apple has developed the Apple Music platform and implemented the same sales
model. Apple Music, which offers unlimited music for a certain monthly fee, implements it with three different
price strategies. Apple Music, which offers packages for students for TRY 6.99, for individuals for TRY 13.99
and for a family for TRY 20.99, markets its platform by choosing to pricing according to wishes of the target
audience.
The digital music platform named muud, the brand of Türk Telekom operating in Turkey, offers unlimited
Prof. Dr.
GÜNEŞ
Prof. Dr.
İsmail DOĞAN
music production
for Erdoğan
TRY 7.99 per
month and in addition, it provides listeners
subscribed
in this platform with
Davetli Konuşmacı
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a one-month free subscription service.
The digital music platform named fizzy, the service of Turkey’s largest GSM company Turkcell, markets its
services with different price strategies. Fizzy, which offers price diversifications according to the needs of consumers, offers an unlimited music service to subscribers of GSM operators other than Turkcell for TRY 17.99
per month while it offers more advantageous price options to Turkcell subscribers.
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Figure 9. Price Strategies Applied by Fizzy for Turkcell Subscribers
Place:
In traditional music marketing, music products were bought from cassette stores. Stocks of these stores selling
cassettes and records, were completely composed of musical products, especially in the 1970s and 1980s.
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Figure 10. Stores Where Music Products Are Sold (Cassette Stores)
In the 1970s and 1980s, tradesmen who sold cassettes through mobile cars, also played an important role to
reach the music to the consumers. These tradesmen have brought their music products to consumers through
their mobile pitches.
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Figure 11. Cassette Stores Selling Music Products
In traditional music marketing, music products are sold in a physical environment. These sales were made in
a store that was rented or purchased by a business of a person holding a certain capital. These stores provided
employment for store owners and people working in these stores and an economic mobility due to the store’s
rental fee, Prof.
payments
as electricity
and water.
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In digital music marketing, the product is completely distributed from digital platforms on the Internet. Today,
due to the low sales of physical music products and the fact that consumers prefer to listen to music from digital
platforms, there has been a radical change in the place of music. The stores selling music products have been
closed and the economic circulation created by these stores has also disappeared. The place of music from
digital music platforms has resulted in the disappearance of stores only selling music products. Physical music
products are sold sales shops selling more than one product such as bookshops, gas stations.
Promotion:
The media such as radio - television and print media are used in the marketing of music products. In addition,
in the promotional works which were performed in journals as insert products, especially CDs were promoted.
In the periods when the sales of physical music products were high, the promotion element of the marketing
mix was highly used in the marketing of these music products. Advertisements of records released in the 1970s
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and 1980s, were made in the period’s popular music journals Hey, 7 days on TV, Gong as well as on periodicals.
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Figure 12. Advertisements for Promotion of Physical Music Products (Hey Magazine)      
Radio and television medias also played an important role in the promotion of physical music products. In the
eighties when there was no concept of a music clips, music companies prepared radio and television advertisement spots and promoted records and cassettes. The concept of video clips increased with the widespread
use of music television in the eighties in the world, and in the nineties in Turkey, played a very important role
in the promotion of music products. Video clips, broadcasted in music channels such as Turkey’s first music
television Kral TV and then Number One TV - Powertürk TV played a leading role in the marketing of music
especially in the 2000s.
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used in the television series that received high ratings contributed to the immediate recognition of that music
product and its owner. This promotion strategy, which started in 2010s, has also continued at the same speed
today. The artists also expressed the value of the promotional activities through TV series, in their interviews.
Related to broadcast of his song “Çocuğum Belki” released in the autumn of 2018, in the TV series “Kadın”
broadcasted in FOX TV, Emre Aydın said “The song boomed after being broadcasted in the series”. Deniz
Sipahi, who became famous with her TV series’ music, stated that she became known thanks to her song “Karambol” used in the TV series “Güneşi Beklerken” broadcasted in Kanal D and said “when they wanted this
song to use in that TV series, I just gave it. After the song was released, it became a hit song in an instant. The
role of the series in promotion of songs is very important” (Müzik Habercisi, 2018).
The 2000s have been a year when the digital media has gained importance in Turkey as well as in the world
and which have affected the science of marketing. Music products performed the promotion activities through
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the Internet ads and digital media. Social media platforms and digital video platform YouTube, which became
widespread in 2010s, have played a leading role in the marketing of music products.
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Figure 13. Promotion Activities for Music Products Applied to Digital Music Platforms
Promotion element strategies of the marketing mix used in the marketing of music products in decenniums
from the 1960s
present have
changed due to changes in technology
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Table 2. Promotion Types Applied in the History of Turkish Music Industry
1960s, 1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Classified Ads

Classified Ads

Magazine Ads

Video Clips

Internet Ads

Magazine Ads

Magazine Ads

Television Ads

Radio Ads

Video Clips

Contests
Organized by
Newspapers and
Magazines

Radio Ads

Video Clips

Magazine Ads

Social media

TRT Radio

Eurovision
Song Contest
Eliminations

Eurovision
Contest
Eliminations

Music Talent
Contests
Broadcasted on
TVs

Digital Music
Platforms

TRT Television

Music Television

Private Radio
Channels

Public
Relations

TV Series
Broadcasted on TVs

Public Relations

TRT Television

Public Relations

Promotion
through
Magazine

Public Relations

TRT Radio

Promotion
through
Magazine
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Promotion through
Magazine

Public Relations
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CONCLUSION
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It is stated that the marketing mix was first suggested by Neil Borden and that the mix has 12 components
(product planning, pricing, branding, place channel, personal sale, advertisement, promotions, packaging,
demonstration, service, manpower and analysis). As a result of the simplification of these components, the
marketing mix developed in 1962 took its place in the literature as one of the important concepts used in marketing. The four main elements in marketing mix were symbolized as “4Ps (Product, Place, Price, Promotion)”
based on their initials in English.
The “4Ps” for marketing mix was adopted so much that Kent, one of the researchers in the field of marketing,
qualified 4Ps as “holy quartet”. In the literature, Turkish equivalents of the words constituting the marketing
mix are mal, mamul for “product”; yer, dağıtım, dağıtım kanalları, mekân for “place”; tutundurma, tanıtım,
satış eylemleri, yükseltim for “promotion”. In our course, ürün will be used for “product”; yer for “place”, fiyat
for “price” and tanıtım for “promotion”.
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In addition to the traditional 4Ps, Personnel-People, Physical facilities and Process management are activated
and together create 7Ps. Goldsmith adds the eight one to the above, which is the Personalization. The aim in
personalization is to create services and/or products for meeting individual-based needs and expectations. With
the additions made to the literature in recent years, the issue of how many elements are included in the marketing mix is opened up for discussion. As a result of the literature studies, twenty seven elements have been
added to the marketing mix until today. Although marketing mix elements vary according to the sector and the
requirements of daily life standards and needs, the marketing mix continues to be explained with 4Ps in the
simplest form. These 4Ps are key components of the marketing mix and a basic marketing plan can be made
and implemented with these key components.
Prof. Dr. Ayhan AYTAÇ
ve Oturum
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to digital music marketing from traditional music marketing in marketing practices implemented in the music industry in Turkey was described. Many radical
changes have been experienced in the music industry comprising of music products which was released and
sold in physical records – cassettes – CDs media and then sold through digital music platforms as MP3s. The
focus of this study is the changes in four elements of the marketing mix, called 4Ps in the digital music industry where the marketing mix has changed completely. When the findings of the study were analysed, it was
observed that music products have experienced a hundred percent change with digitalization. Disappearance
of records and cassettes, decrease in number of CDs, and the fact that they are all replaced by digital products
called MP3 have shown the change experienced by the “product” element of marketing mix in digital music
marketing. According to the findings obtained for the price element, it was seen that the price of music in digital marketing decreased and the net profitability decreased when compared to the past. Decrease in product
price shows that other sectors that generate income in the emergence of traditional music products released
physically have also made a loss. A music product that is released in the form of a cassette or record or CD is
sold more expensively while a music product sold in the form of an MP3 is almost free. It is seen that cassette
- record - cd factories and their employees, printing houses, graphic designers etc. who make money from the
physical production
sales of GÜNEŞ
these products are no longer earning Prof.
moneyDr.
dueİsmail
to emergence
of MP3s. This
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adversely affects
the employment
of the music industry. Digitalized music
has also
changed the distribution
element in music marketing. In traditional music, music products were sold in stores such as “cassette stores,
record stores” while today this situation has changed completely. Today, there is almost no stores that sells only
music products. The place channel of digitalized music has completely become the Internet. Also the promotion, the fourth element of marketing mix, has changed in the light of changing media technologies. Promotional activities were being carried out through advertisements and announcements in traditional media such
as newspapers, magazines and radio in the traditional music marketing, while today promotion of music has
dramatically changed. Today, music is introduced through digital platforms in the form of advertorial and secret advertisement, instead of advertisements and announcements in the traditional media. While the media of
radio was replaced by television series, the magazine advertisements were replaced by banner advertisements
on YouTube. To see the important changes in the marketing mix used in the marketing of music in 50 years
since the 1960s to the present, based on the technology, also allows us to understand a summary of changes
experienced by music in a half-century. The digital world has created the concepts of traditional media and new
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media, as well as the concepts of traditional music industry and marketing, and digital music industry and marketing. This transformation clearly demonstrates the effects of digitalization developed based on technological
developments, on the music marketing.
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